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Education Matters:  

Chinese students get a taste of Cary

BY ANNE WOODMAN

After 13 years of living in America,
Shuyun Mu still remembers what it was
like to move here from China and try to
understand conversational English.

"Everything was just very fast, very
fast," she said.

Now Mu is looking to help other Chinese
students adapt in a world of rapid
globalization and international business
goals.

This summer, Mu's organization, RTP
International Cultural Exchange, hosted
40 students and five teachers from
Chengdu, China, for two weeks of
bilingual immersion. While the Chinese
students lived with host families and
practiced conversational English at
Hopewell Academy in Cary, 17
American students learned how to do
Chinese brush painting, origami and
Chinese calligraphy.

One host family that blogged on the
group's website said their Chinese
exchange students were learning
American jokes and the word
"awesome." Eating habits ran the
gamut: Chinese students seemed to
range from very picky, only wanting
Chinese foods, to eschewing Chinese
foods completely and eating only hot
dogs and chicken wings.

Mu laughed at the disparity. She said
that she hopes both Chinese and
American students see the similarities
between the two cultures.

Q: Why did you found RTP ICE?

A: Globalization. We cannot avoid it:
the business world is more and more
globalized, and China is now the world's
second largest economy. Also, because
of the fast economic development in
China and the devaluation of the dollar,
Chinese people have more money to
spend here. I hope that the younger
generation tries to understand each
other's cultures so that they have a
better future.

Q: What is the most difficult part of the
exchange program for the Chinese
students?

A: Definitely the language. When they
learn English in China, they get very
good at writing and reading, but
conversation is more difficult. Probably,
the teachers speak very slowly in class.

An immersion program like this one is
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the fastest way to improve. They start
with the basics and learn very quickly.

Q: How do things like YouTube help
them before they come over?

A: They cannot see YouTube, Twitter or
Facebook in China because of
government restrictions.

Q: So what about international travel?
Is the government concerned about
that?

A: As long as while you're in China, you
don't see something bad or criticize the
government, it's OK. The government
actually supports travel abroad, because
people often bring back good ideas.

Q: The students have been going to
educational field trips, like the N.C.
Museum of History and SAS, every
morning, and fun field trips every
afternoon, like the beach and dancing.
What did they enjoy the most?

A: Really, they just liked all of the field
trips. They even spent five days in New
York, Boston, Washington, D.C., and
Philadelphia when they first arrived.
They have gotten to do a lot of things
with the group and also with their host
families over the weekend.

At IBM, they were interested in the
high-tech glass: when the glass is
charged, you can see through it to the
servers and equipment behind it. But
when they turn off the charge, the glass
becomes opaque. One small piece of
that glass is about $20,000. It was very
impressive.

One thing the boys liked was buying
American bathing suits, because the
ones in China are European-style
Speedos. They thought the baggy
American style was interesting.

Q: What are some things that you think
the Chinese students will take away
from this experience?

A: There are several things the students have been impressed by, like the White House. In China, the
government buildings are luxurious. But in America, the government spends more modestly on
government buildings.

I think they would also say that the traffic is better in America. People are much more self-disciplined.
They are surprised that almost all Americans follow the traffic rules.

Q: What do you hope the American students take away from the summer camp?

A: I want Americans to understand that China is the fastest growing economy, and also that Chinese
students are the same as they are. I think Chinese students learn more about America than Americans
learn about China.

Q: So what are your plans for next summer's camp?

A: The program will work both ways - bringing Chinese students here and sending American students
there. Hopefully, we will have about four groups from China next year. (This year, there were two
groups--one at Hopewell in Cary, and the other at Camelot Academy in Durham.) The two schools have
been so supportive this year; we are very happy with how the program has gone.
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